This document is meant as a supplement to the instruction manual supplied with the JoeFlorida LED light kits. This document is a recommendation only. Please place the strips in places that will make your bike light up best. If you have any questions or concerns, please call us. We are here to help.

It is important that you read and follow the instruction manual and any safety instructions for installations. These example pictures are not made specific to the motorcycle make and model in which you are installing the light kit. Each motorcycle may vary by model, year, and any modifications that may have been done on the vehicle. These recommendations are only examples.

When installing any wiring or lighting on a motorcycle make sure to secure all wiring away from any moving or rotating parts. Do not install any lights or wiring directly on parts that produce heat or the exhaust system.
JoeFlorida 288T Yamaha Royal Star Recommended Strip Placement
Read Instructions Before Installing

Mount the same configuration on the other side

Cut a 36 LED strip into a 27 LED and a 9 for the Saddle Bag and Trunk

Cut a 36 LED strip into a 27 LED and a 9 for the Engine and Breather/Horn

Mount strip on underside of saddle bags for road coverage. Also mount on arm for rear wheel to make wheel light up